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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the applicability of seismic base isolation for bridge structures. The
objective of base isolation, various isolation devices, and a design methodology are
described. A two-degree-of-freedom-system model representative of a continuos two-
span bridge structure is developed. Sensitivity studies are carried out for a specific type
of isolation system and a range in bearing stiffness to demonstrate the shift in period due
to decreasing the bearing stiffness. The 1940 El Centro earthquake is also applied to the
model, and the response of the isolated and non-isolated structures are compared. This
study demonstrates the design procedure and benefits of a seismic base isolation system
versus traditional bridge designs.
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CHAPTER 1
SEISMIC RESISITANT BRIDGES
1.1 Introduction
Importance of Bridges
Bridges are important links for transportation and communication systems. They also
provide a lifeline for emergency services, such as fire-fighting and rescue operations,
particularly after major earthquake disasters. A discontinuity of vital transportation
during an emergency crisis can result in rescue crews being delayed - therefore, a
possible loss of life. For this reason, it is imperative that bridge structures subjected to
seismic forces remain operable (Ghobarah, p. 72). Due to growing construction costs,
these operable bridges must be constructed and maintained at a minimal cost. Bridges
designed to resist earthquake forces through the structure's strength are not always cost
effective. To increase strength, the structural component sizes or material strengths must
be increased, which inflates cost. A base isolation strategy provides a high level of
performance without increasing structural strength. Therefore isolation of bridges is a
viable alternative.
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Design techniques vary greatly depending on the type of bridge. For example, a multi-
span, box-girder bridge is not designed by the same principles as an arch bridge. The
same is true for base isolation systems. Base isolation of bridges, as in buildings, is not
appropriate for every structure.
Earthquake Forces
To design structures that are capable of resisting seismic activity, it is important to
identify earthquake "forces". Earthquakes are ground motions that produce forces on a
structure. Rapid translation of the ground causes a rigidly supported structure to follow
the same translation as the ground. This effect can subject the structure to large inertial
forces.
Types of Earthquakes
Combinations of displacement, velocity, acceleration, duration, and frequency
characterize earthquakes. These earthquake components can be best described by two
parameters: intensity and frequency. The intensity of an earthquake is a measure of its
amplitude: for the purpose of this thesis, the amplitude of ground acceleration.
Frequency is a measure of the variation of the motion with time.
Two recorded earthquakes that have distinctly different frequency and intensity
characteristics are the 1940 El Centro earthquake, shown in Figure 1, and the 1985
Mexico City Earthquake, shown in Figure 2. The El Centro earthquake that hit southern
California is a prime example of high intensity at a high frequency; while the Mexico
City earthquake was moderate intensity at a low frequency. Determining the
characteristics of an earthquake is imperative for developing parameters for a seismic
isolation system (Ghobarah and Ali, 1988)
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Figure 2: Mexico City, First 50 seconds, Acceleration Spectrum (Connor, 2000)
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1.2 Bridge Response
Inertial Force
The inertial force is the force generated by the acceleration of a mass. By definition, the
inertial force is the mass multiplied by its acceleration. This force causes a structure's
members to deform. Because the mass of a bridge remains effectively constant, any
acceleration applied to the structure will result in an inertial force and produce
deformation.
Stiffness
Stiffness is a measure of a structure's or structural element's resistance to deformation.
Bridges are heavy structures designed for large vertical loads. As a result, they are
designed to be very stiff. Connections between the superstructure and the substructure
are generally rigid "fixed" connections. For example, a single-span bridge has the
superstructure completely bolted to the substructure, restraining movement in the
longitudinal and transverse directions at one support. At the other support, bolts with
slotted holes restrain the superstructure's transverse movement but allow longitudinal
translation for thermal expansion and contraction. Similarly, for a continuous-two-span
bridge, the center pier support acts as the fixed support and the abutments are released to
translate longitudinally. This system provides resistance for seismic excitations.
However, it does not distribute the resulting forces to all supports. Additionally, this
fixed point provides a path for seismic ground energy to "enter" the structure.
The superstructure of a bridge may be considered to be infinitely stiff in the horizontal
direction with respect to other elements such as bearings and columns. Obviously, the
validity of this assumption depends upon the length and width of the bridge, and the type
and depth of the superstructure and substructure.
Damping
Damping is a means of dissipating kinetic and strain energies within a system (Chopra,
p.7). Typical bridge structures do not use damping extensively to dissipate seismic
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energy. The primary means of damping is hysteretic damping: micro-crack formation in
the concrete of the superstructure and fixed pier. However, these cracks do not
significantly reduce the elasticity of the structure. The structure, particularly its supports,
is designed to resist earthquake forces while remaining elastic. Because hysteretic
damping involves plastic deformation, bridge structures typically provide little damping.
Plastic deformation results when the earthquake intensity is larger than the structure's
design level. Under this condition, a pier support will form a plastic hinge that quickly
dampens the energy but has permanent damage. This accomplishes two tasks: 1) to
provide a means of creating a large amount of emergency hysteretic damping; and 2) to
prevent damage to the foundation elements of a bridge. Bridge foundations are generally
more costly to repair or replace than above ground elements, and therefore foundation
damage is to be avoided.
Damage
Multi-span bridges often exhibit the most visible form of damage through the formation
of a plastic hinge. A plastic hinge is extensive damage to concrete piers at a specific
localized point, where the concrete crumbles and the steel reinforcing has plastic
deformation. Figure 3, showing damage from the Kobe earthquake in Japan, is an
extreme example of plastic deformation.
Figure 3: Lateral Column Failure, Kobe, Japan, 1995 (dis-inc.com)
Another type of bridge damage is the case where the superstructure "falls" off its
supports. This is a common occurrence for single span precast concrete girders. At
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supports that are not fixed, large support movements due to ground motion cause the
girders to slip from their bearings.
Avoiding superstructure "slippage" can easily be accomplished by designing the
expansion supports to maintain contact with the superstructure based on the maximum
displacement of the earthquake. Plastic hinge formation can be avoided by reducing the
"force" due to ground acceleration. Deterring seismic energy from entering the structure
and damping energy that does enter the structure can reduce this "force". This is the goal
of a seismic base isolation system.
12
CHAPTER 2
THEORY OF BRIDGE BASE ISOLATION
2.1 Base Isolation Concept
Energy Avoidance
Historically, the strength and stiffness approach was used when designing bridges that
were required to survive seismic activity. All of the earthquake's energy was designed to
enter and be resisted, through stiffness, by the structure. This method produced structures
that were not efficient or cost effective. They were either over-designed for normal
operations or were under-designed for high seismic activities.
By incorporating a seismic isolation strategy, the structure's relative motion allows the
structure to be unaffected by seismic excitation. In essence, as an earthquake occurs an
isolation system allows the ground to move while the structure remains relatively still.
Relative motion is confined to a boundary zone at the base of the structure. The structure
will have minimal displacement and acceleration, therefore minimal inertial forces.
Small inertial forces allow the design of the structure to be dominated by the operational
13
forces rather than extreme event forces. A base isolation system serves two primary
functions:
1. To shift the structure's fundamental period outside the frequency range where
the design earthquake's amplitude is high.
2. To dissipate energy (Pirrotta and Ibrahim, p. 126).
These two functions act to reduce the energy of an earthquake and to dissipate any energy
that is encountered. Figure 4 demonstrates that the fundamental period of a monolithic
(traditional) bridge structure lies within the primary energy frequencies of the El Centro
earthquake. By isolating the structure, the period is shifted from high to low energy
frequencies thereby avoiding El Centro's primary energy. However, the Bucharest
earthquake energy is at a higher period and by isolating the structure this earthquakes
energy is within the range of the isolated period. This reinforces the concept that the
design engineer must be aware of the seismic excitation characteristics within the
location of the structure.
140 G0711thiC Str'lct'arc *-Base Iolated Structure
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Figure 4- Earthquake Response Spectra (Blakeley, p. 315)
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Seismic Reaction Reduction
Isolation bearings support the superstructure in the vertical direction while providing
little lateral stiffness. When an earthquake strikes, the low horizontal stiffness allows the
structure to remain fairly still. Because the structure's total displacement is negligible so
is its acceleration. As discussed earlier, a mass multiplied by its acceleration is the
inertial force. Therefore, by minimizing or eliminating the superstructure's inertial force,
the seismic reaction (in the form of inertial force) is greatly reduced. Figure 5
demonstrates the relationship between minimizing inertial forces transferred to the
substructure and relative structural displacement of an isolated bridge structure. By
balancing the inverse relationship, an engineer can optimize the force-displacement
performance of the system.
FOREOR
DISPLACEMENT
Fw= w Submbuflu
PWIOD OF VER EMON
(Rubber MegA)
Figure 5: Shear Force versus Displacements (DIS, p. 29)
Distribution of Seismic Reactions
As discussed earlier, single and two-span bridges generally have a single point of fixity,
causing seismic reactions to be resisted at one support. Two-span structures are
particularly vulnerable to seismic forces because the fixed pier is solely responsible for
resisting any seismic excitation. Therefore, the design force methodology of base
isolating bridges is based on reducing and distributing the seismic force reactions to all
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supports. By eliminating a single point of fixity and isolating the superstructure,
reactions through the isolators can be designed such that each support carries a desired
amount of lateral forces. Ideally, the distribution of lateral seismic reactions would follow
the proportioning as that of the structure's deadweight. That is, rather than a single pier
providing all of the seismic reactions the pier and abutments would take the same
percentage of the seismic forces as each support takes for deadweight (DIS, p. 22). By
proportioning each support stiffness, ki, with respect to the total support stiffness, the
reaction distribution factor, ai, can be modified accordingly.
k.
a, 
=1
Applications
Seismic retrofitting is the most common application of base isolation of bridges. Over
the past fifty years, there has been increased emphasis on earthquake engineering,
particularly with regards to hospitals, public buildings and bridges. This causes design
codes to be updated and refined to incorporate greater resistance to seismic events.
However, public funding does not allow for complete bridge replacements of existing
structures that do not meet current design codes. Retrofitting a structure with a base
isolation system updates the structure to meet current standards without replacing large
existing structural components. Numerous bridges have been seismically retrofitted
using a base isolation strategy (DIS, 1994). This strategy is used effectively to
redistribute and reduce seismic reactions while utilizing existing or modified
substructures. For the same reason, new bridge structures can be designed to be isolated.
The simplest form of base isolation of bridges is to replace the superstructure support
bearings with isolation bearings. In the case of a multiple span bridge this encompasses
the bearings typically located at the top of the pier columns and at the abutments.
Alternatively, multi-span bridges can be designed to be isolated at the bottom of the pier
columns and have the piers rigidly attached to the superstructure. A base isolation
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system is ideally suited for the use of heavily tapered girders that form the pier - integral
column and superstructure.
UPERS TRUCTURE
\-PIER
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Top of Column
Integral Pier with
Isolator at the Base of
Column
Integral Superstructure
with Isolator at the Base
Figure 6: Base Isolation Strategies
The advantage to an integral column and superstructure arrangement is that the column
stiffness is incorporated into the stiffness of the deck. The stiffness of the column
remains magnitudes stiffer that the isolation bearings; therefore, the entire structure is
isolated similar to a base isolated building
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2.2 Types of Base Isolators
Uni-Directional Isolators
There are several devices that have been used to provide an isolation strategy to bridges,
including: Torsional Beam, Lead Extrusion, Flexural Plate and Flexural Beam Devices.
These specific devices have limited applications due to their functionality being limited
to uni-axial action. Although these devices have been successfully implemented taking
advantage of this property, this thesis will emphasize the use of omni-directional
isolators. Because earthquakes may strike at any orientation, omni-directional isolators
are better and more easily suited to isolate the structure.
Helical Spring
The helical spring isolators provide a structure with one primary advantage to other
methods: three-dimensional isolation. Depending on specific site conditions, earthquakes
may subject a structure to horizontal and vertical motion. These isolators provide a
means of isolating a structure under these horizontal and vertical loading. Helical spring
bearing can also return to their original, undeformed shape: providing additional
serviceability aspects (Hueffmann, 1991). These bearings have been utilized to isolate
equipment and small buildings from ground motions, but are limited in their vertical load
bearing capacity, therefore they are not ideally suited for bridge structures. Additionally,
the springs themselves due not provide a means of damping. External dampers paired
with helical springs can accommodate isolation and damping requirements, as seen in
Figure 7.
Figure 7: Helical Spring Bearing without and with Integrated Damper (Hueffmann, p. 624)
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Friction Pendulum
Friction pendulum bearings, a specific example is shown in Figure 8, are one type of
bearing that utilizes friction as a form of damping. The pendulum action of the bearing
provides an equivalent spring stiffness of:
kegi :- W
W
where W is the weight on the support and R is the radius of the bearing. As the ground
motion occurs the structure will ride up the curve of the bearing, causing gravity to resist
the motion in the form of equivalent stiffness. The equivalent stiffness provides the
bearing with stiffness requirements as discussed in Section 2.3. As the structure moves
along the radius of the bearing, friction between two curved surfaces acts to dissipate
energy in the form of heat. This isolation bearing provides for damping and stiffness
without the need for external damping mechanisms. Additionally, adjusting the frictional
coefficient at the interface surface allows the bearing to be tuned for seismic damping and
service load stiffness requirements.
ARTICUL ATE D
SLIDER
8EARNG5 MATERIAL
LSPHEPICAL CONCAVE CURVE
Figure 8: Friction Pendulum Bearing (Hueffmann, p. 625)
A significant advantage of using a friction type bearing, pendulum or otherwise, is dual
performance: static friction provides initial stiffness to resist service loads and kinetic
friction provides high immediate damping of seismic motion. The friction aspect of the
bearing reduces the sensitivity of the isolation scheme to variations in frequency and
amplitudes of ground excitations. Low frequency earthquakes, such as Mexico City, that
occur near an isolated structure's fundamental period can cause resonant amplifications
of ground motion. Because friction bearings provide large damping, resonant effects can
be avoided (Su, Ahmadi, and Tadjbakhsh, 1988).
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This isolation strategy has been utilized for seismic retrofitting of bridges, particularly in
California. Because the bearing requires friction interaction between two curved
surfaces, maintenance and durability of these surfaces is a concern; with roadway debris,
salts and sand, the contact surface is vulnerable to deterioration.
High Damping Laminated Rubber Bearings
Vulcanizing rubber sheets to thin plates of steel forms laminated rubber bearings. This
configuration gives the bearing high vertical stiffness. During normal operations the
bearing will not deform under vertical loads. However, because the metal sheets are
stacked alternately with rubber layers the bearing has reduced shear stiffness across the
bearing. The lack of horizontal shear stiffness allows the bearing to deform horizontally
due to shear loads or horizontal displacements - such as seismic excitation. The shear
deformation of the rubber layers produces internal heat, which acts to dissipate energy
and dampen motion. Adjusting the cross sectional area and height of the bearing varies
its stiffness and displacement range. However, because these bearings have low stiffness,
they provide little resistance to service load requirements. For this reason, these bearings
are combined with a lead core to resist horizontal service loads
Laminated Rubber Bearings (LRB) with a Lead Core
Superstructure
Archor
Elastomeric --
Bearing
Lead er
Anchor
Figure 9: Laminated Rubber Bearing with Lead Core (Blakeley, p. 317)
The LRB with Lead Core, illustrated in Figure 9, is a similar to the High Damping
Laminated Rubber Bearing with the addition of a lead core in the center of the bearing..
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Although the bearing shown in the figure is rectangular in plan, round bearings are more
often utilized to ensure omni-directional behavior. The lead core serves two purposes:
1. Non-seismic stiffness to resist service loads.
2. Hysteretic damping by plastic deformation due to seismic excitations.
Despite the occurrence of plastic deformation of the lead plug, the LRB portion of the
bearing can force the bearing to return to its initial undeformed condition (DIS, 1994).
The bearing, through hysteretic damping of the lead and damping of the rubber pads, can
be designed to provide significant damping (DIS, App. VIII-5). These bearings provide
ideal properties for a base isolation strategy. For this reason, this thesis will focus on the
use of this system as the base isolation bearing.
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2.3 Isolator Design Methodology
Motion Based Design
Designing a seismic isolation strategy should be based on the purpose it serves: to control
the structure's motion. A proper design strategy is to design the structure's response due
to an earthquake's motion. Unlike traditional strength based design, design based on
motion requires a structure to deform in a prescribed manner. An isolation strategy
prescribes the motion of the structure to take place at the isolation bearings reducing the
deformation of structural members.
Motion Design Parameters
Two fundamental design parameters of the motion based design strategy are shown in the
following equations:
(Connor and Klink, p.356)
Ub =v b * Ug
These equations allow the designer to determine the proportions of ground movement
that are transferred to the structure. In the first equation, the motion (in this case
displacement) of the structure, u, is determined by a factor, vs, of ground motion, ug. In
the second equation, the motion of the bearing, ub, is a factor, Vb, of ground motion.
These prescribed parameters allow for the desired response of the bridge to be adjusted.
And from these two equations is derived the proportioning of the bearing stiffness, kb,
and the structural stiffness, k (Connor and Klink, 1999).
kb = L * k (Connor and Klink, p.356)
Vb
Bearing Stiffness Requirements
The isolation bearings allow ground motion to occur without causing a significant
structural response, but they also must transmit pseudo-static forces from the
superstructure to the substructure. These forces are different from motion, they are the
service loads that the bridge is subjected to routinely: therefore excessive motion is not
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permitted. Bearing stiffness must resist these loads. Besides vertical loads, bridges are
subjected to horizontal wind and longitudinal (braking) forces. Additional displacements
are encountered through the thermal expansion and contraction of the superstructure.
Once the motion parameters have been prescribed the bearing stiffness must be designed
for these loads. Figure 10 illustrates how the stiffness and motion requirements vary
according to the applied loading. The figure demonstrates the dual functionality of the
LRB with a lead core. The short-term loads are resisted linearly (elastically or
plastically), whereas slowly applied loads induce creep and stress relaxation properties of
the lead that significantly reduce its linear properties (DIS, p. 29).
BBAIUNO
SHEAR FORCE
Lod~w
Induoed FaroDelection Cur - Skr ly Applied Loads
Thena1 BEARINGForce
Impowd Thrmal Displacwent
(Long-Term) SotT)
Figure 10: Force Displacement Relation for Short and Long Term Loads (DIS, p. 29)
Rotation of the superstructure due to dead and live loading must also be incorporated into
the design of the bearings. Similar to vertical loads, rotation of the bearings is resisted
through the vertical stiffness of the bearings. Bearings on a bridge are critical elements
that transfer loads and movements between the super and substructures. The bearings act
as a system of components, where each component is designed to serve a specific
function.
Laminated Rubber Bearings with a lead core need to be designed for all of the discussed
loads. Moreover, each component contributes to specific portions of the system.
Designing each portion of the system is as follows:
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- Installation Layout
- Vertical Loads
* Rubber Layer Thickness
* Number of Layers
" Lead Core Diameter
- Vertical-load Capacity
- Vertical Stiffness
- Rotational Capacity
- Thermal Displacements
- Earthquake Loadings
- Force Distribution
- Wind Loads
- Longitudinal Braking Force
- Centrifugal Force
- Thermal Loads
- Earthquake Loads
- Desired Force Distribution (DIS, p. 28)
Ideally, supports that the bearings rest on should be extremely rigid. Traditional bridge
structures often incorporate the use of ground stiffness springs to represent the flexibility
of the soil interaction with the structural supports. However, soil-structure interaction
does not have the same design impact on base isolation systems as it is has on traditional
structures (Constantinou, p. 981). For this reason, a rigid support foundation may be
assumed.
Damping Parameters
The amount of damping provided by the bearings determines how quickly the energy
dissipates. In a bridge structure the rate of energy dissipation is desired to be high for
service loads, such that the structure does not oscillate extensively. By providing
damping within the isolation bearings the relative motion of the structure will reduced at
the end of the seismic excitation.
24
e Shape and Plan
CHAPTER 3
BRIDGE ISOLATION MODELLING
3.1 Modeling Parameters
Model
The model shown in Figure 11 is a modification of that used by Ghobarah and Ali (1988)
to model the response of a three-span bridge. The Ghobarah and Ali model split a three-
span bridge to determine the response of the isolated bridge. This model took advantage
of symmetric properties of the bridge using half of the mass of the superstructure with
only one support pier (Ghobarah and Ali, 1988). Figure 12 is a variation of the model as
applied to a symmetric two-span bridge to determine the sensitivity of the bearing
stiffness at the pier in comparison to the bearing stiffness at the abutments. The variables
shown in the model are as defined:
m = Mass of the top half of the pier,
k = Pier bending stiffness,
y = Multiplier of the top half of the pier mass to that of the entire superstructure,
cc = Portion of stiffness of the pier bearing to that of the pier, and
P = Portion of stiffness of both abutment bearings to that of the pier.
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kFigure 11: Modified Model of Half a 2-Span Isolated Bridge (Ghobarah and Ali, 1988)
U 2+ U9
a*k
U 1 ± Ug
p*km
k
Ug
Figure 12: Isolated Bridge Model
By defining each aspect of the model in relation to others, the adjustment of the factors
determines the impact of each parameter on the goal of a seismic isolation strategy.
Additionally, the factors allow the model to be easily applied to a wide range of isolated
bridge structures. To completely determine the design for the isolation bearings the
model should be modified for the longitudinal and transverse stiffness and motion of the
structure. If the pier column is a single round column the model does not need to be
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modified for the two directions. The model is formulated according to the system's
motion equation due to seismic base acceleration:
m 0] ,u2 +k* a+ -a]* u2 =_M*[Y 0]* u
10 1_ U1 
_a a+1_ u 
_0 1_ U
The damping due to the isolation bearings is defined to be proportional to stiffness and is
neglected to simplify the system's response. Because damping decreases the energy over
time as a function of velocity, the initial response is unchanged without damping. The
fundamental period of the structure is determined by using MATLAB to solve the
eigenvalue problem:
k* a+8 -a y0=
_ -a a+1_ _0 1_
where X equals the square of the frequencies. This analysis determined the fundamental
period of the system for range of P's over a range of a's. The routines for the MATLAB
model is shown in Appendix A.
Superstructure
For simple bridges the superstructure may be assumed to be a mass of infinite stiffness.
The lateral and longitudinal stiffness of simple bridge structures is extremely high due to
the width of the bridge and composite action of the cast-in-place concrete slab and girder
members. Incorporating the actual stiffness of the superstructure into a three-dimensional
line model analysis improves the accuracy of the model by less than six percent
(Ghobarah and Ali, p. 160), which can be considered negligible for preliminary design.
However, with longer, multi-span bridges (greater than four spans) the accuracy of the
rigid deck assumption is decreased and the flexibility of the superstructure must be
incorporated within the analysis (Kaito et al, 1999).
In the model, the mass of the superstructure is represented by y*m, where y is the
multiplier of the top half of the column mass. Rather than using a second mass quantity,
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the factor allows the model analysis to determine the degree of sensitivity between the
two masses. This factor also helps to simplify the analysis.
Abutment Parameters
The model incorporates the abutment as a rigid support; and the abutment bearings as a
factor, P, of the column stiffness. The abutment may be analyzed as a rigid support as
discussed earlier in Section 2.3, without the use of soil-structure interaction springs. The
mass of the abutment is below the bearing, therefore is neglected. In this model, the
abutment and pier ground fixity is the same to emphasize that the ground at both
locations moves identically due to seismic excitation. Because all bridge supports are
within the same proximity this is a reasonable assumption.
The bearing stiffness factor, P, represents the isolation bearing stiffness at both
abutments. Because the abutment bearings act in parallel, different stiffness at each
abutment may be used, therefore the total stiffness is a sum of the stiffness at each
abutment. Generally, it is sound engineering practice to have each of the abutment
bearings be the same, to simplify detailing and construction of the bridge.
Once the proportion of stiffness is determined using the model, the stiffness of the actual
bearings is composed of the lateral stiffness of the LRB with the lateral stiffness of the
lead plug. Depending on the amount of horizontal displacement, the stiffness of the lead
plug should be assumed to be within the plastic range. For appropriate seismic base
isolation with damping this state is required.
Pier Parameters
A mass and spring represent the pier of the bridge. The mass used is similar to that of a
model cantilever beam; that is, half of the mass is incorporated directly into the support
and the other half is lumped at the end. Despite the relatively small mass in comparison
to that of the deck, it does affect the period of the structure.
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The column bending stiffness is incorporated as the basis of comparison for the bearing
stiffness. The stiffness is calculated as the stiffness of a column restrained against
rotation:
12 * E * I
k = L3
This equation allows for a simple modification of the base stiffness depending on the
column section and material properties.
The pier isolation bearing stiffness is a portion, a, of the pier column stiffness. This
factor, similar to that of the abutment bearings, determines the sensitivity impact of the
pier isolation bearings. In a traditional bridge structure the a factor would be high,
indicative of a rigid pier to superstructure bearing connection.
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3.2 Sensitivity Analysis
Example Bridge Properties
A typical continuous-two-span bridge structure was used to develop the basic properties
utilized for the sensitivity analysis. Each span of the bridge is about 33.5m long and 13.5
meters wide, with a superstructure mass of 1,268,775 kg, consisting of steel girders with
a concrete deck. The concrete pier consists of three 2.1m by 0.9m columns that are
4.57m tall. Cast integrally with the columns is a pier cap that extends the width of the
bridge and is lm square in cross section. The top portion of the pier has a mass of 95,454
kg, and the pier has a longitudinal bending stiffness of 1,272,374 kN/m, based on
12EI/L . With these three known characteristics of the bridge, superstructure and pier
masses and pier bending stiffness, the sensitivity analysis is conducted, using the model
previously shown.
Sensitivity Results
Figure 13 indicates the variance of T as a and P both vary between 0 - 0.10. Each curve
represents a single value of a over a range of P. The graph indicates that the portion of
lateral stiffness allocated to each of the support bearings directly impacts the shift of the
fundamental period. The figure demonstrates that as the stiffness of the pier bearings
increases, the fundamental period of the structure approaches its monolithic period. This
is also true as the abutment bearings become stiffer. However, as the abutment bearings,
P, become stiffer, the error within the model increases because of the interaction of the
abutments' mass on the structural system. As discussed earlier, this model assumes that
the abutment masses do not contribute to the system due to the isolation bearings
separating the abutment from the superstructure. This interaction cannot be neglected
once the abutment bearings act to combine the abutments into the system. Due to the
relatively low stiffness factor used in the model it is safe to assume that the error is
negligable.
The model illustrates that although the stiffness of all of the support bearings may be
tuned independently, the values will be of comparable magnitude. The fundamental
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period of the structure is extremely sensitive to a small change of the portion factors.
However, it is important to remember that each proportion factor is multiplied by a large
stiffness, in this case the bending stiffness of the pier; and any change in the factor
signifies a dramatic change of the actual stiffness.
The region of the greatest system sensitivity occurs when both a and P approach zero.
However, if both factors are equal to zero the system has no equivalent stiffness making
the fundament period infinite and the entire system unstable. To allow the fundamental
period to be within the 1 -1.4 second range, a and P should both be of the order 0.01 to
0.03. The exact values would depend on the desired distribution of reactions. Adjusting
each factor would allocate seismic reactions to its respective support.
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Figure 13: Fundamental Period Sensitivity of Model
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A direct correlation can be made between the stiffness factors, a and P, and the motion
based design parameters, vb and v,, from Section 2.3. A base isolation strategy employs
that the ground motion is experienced completely by the bearings: Vb= 1.0. The motion
of the superstructure with respect to the ground motion, vs, can be correlated to values of
a and p by the following proof:
kb = vs* k (Connor and Klink, p.356)
Vb
kb = * k =v,* k
1.0
kb = (a + P)* kpier
.-. a + pl = v,
The amount of ground motion experienced by the superstructure is the sum of a and p
multiplied by the ground motion. From the sensitivity graph the superstructure
experiences two-percent to four-percent of the ground motion.
The proportioning of mass within the model has little effect on the period shift of the
structure. By assuming that the mass of the bridge superstructure remains constant, the
model can be modified to allow for a reduction of pier mass. Altering the pier
configuration to reduce its mass while holding its stiffness constant can be accounted for
within the model by changing the mass and y parameters. An example of this
modification is presented in Appendix B. A value of 20 was selected for y, which
reduced the mass of the pier's top half to 63,438 kg. As a result, the shift in the
structure's isolated period is negligible.
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3.3 Time History Analysis
Formulation and Response
In order to determine the effectiveness of seismic base isolation, it is essential to apply an
earthquake to the structure. The performance of an isolated structure can be directly
compared to that of a conventional, or non-isolated, bridge. The sensitivity analysis
allows the motion of the structure to be prescribed and to obtain desired stiffness. From
the sensitivity analysis, the bearing stiffness proportions are selected to be 0.01 and 0.02
for a and P, respectively. This allows for the fundamental period to shift to 1.15 seconds.
Although, stiffness proportional damping is not a requirement of a base isolation system,
for simplicity, the system has proportional damping for the first mode of fifteen percent
of critical damping. The damping proportional factor, C, is:
= 2* (Connor and Klink, p.226)
CO
The model evaluates the system using the state-space formulation of the equation of
motion.
A * X + B * iig (Connor and Klink, p.474)
0 Iden
where: A= -K -C
. M M_.
This formulation allows for arbitrary damping to be incorporated into the system. The
response of the system is compared to the similar non-isolated system. The non-isolated
system incorporates five-percent of critical damping within the column. Figure 14 shows
the relative motion of the superstructure of both the isolated and non-isolated system. As
expected, the isolated system has displacement orders of magnitude greater than the non-
isolated system, which directly corresponds to the motion based design parameter
selected, vs.
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Figure 14: Superstructure Response due to El Centro
The response of the superstructure does not indicate the full advantage of the isolation
strategy. In combination with the pier response, Figure 15, the isolation strategy is
clearly advantageous. In the isolated strategy, the pier displacement is minimal,
indicating that the pier acts as a pseudo-rigid support. The non-isolated system has a
larger response, demonstrating significant bending stress and potential damage. These
two portions of the model indicate that the non-isolated system deforms across the pier,
whereas the isolated structure deforms across the bearings. Bearing deformation is the
ideal behavior of a base isolated structure.
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As a result of the system's response, the isolated structure requires less force resistance
capabilities of the pier than a traditional structure. The force required in the pier is
greatly reduced due to the application of a base isolation strategy; whereas the force in
the abutments is increased (Figure 16). By isolating the structure, the seismic reactions
are redistributed and reduced. The pier experiences over a fifty-percent reduction in
shear force. This reduction indicates that the seismic design requirements of the pier can
be reduced and controlled by service load requirements. However, the abutment
experiences over a 350-percent increase in shear force. This force is distributed to each
of the abutments, typically evenly. Although the percentage increase is significant the
resulting shear force can easily be incorporated into the design of the abutments.
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Figure 15: Pier Response due to El Centro
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Figure 16: Seismic Reaction Comparison
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CHAPTER 4
ISOLATION DETAILS
4.1 Bearing Details
Abutment Bearing
A base isolation system involves relative motion of the structure to reduce seismic forces.
For this reason it is crucial that portions of the bridge or its surroundings do not impede
the motion of the structure, particularly the superstructure. The abutment must be
properly detailed and constructed to allow for the superstructure's motion during seismic
excitation not to be affected by the motion of the abutment and ground. Isolated
buildings are often designed to be surrounded by a "moat" at the base of the building,
allowing the building to translate within its full range of motion without being in contact
with the surrounding soil. Skirt plates at the entrance level of the building often cover the
gap between the "moat" and the building. A similar detail can be utilized at the
abutments when isolating a bridge structure. The skirt plate must be properly designed
and detailed to allow for seismic motion yet provide enough strength and stiffness to
allow roadway loads to travel from the abutment to the superstructure and vice-versa.
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Figure 17 shows a "slab-over" detail at the abutment. This detail is used to develop a
joint-less transition between the approach and the structure. However, it is essential that
compressible filler be used to avoid superstructure contact with the soil. Any soil
interaction with the superstructure would impede the superstructure's motion in the
longitudinal direction, thereby changing the effective bearing stiffness: counteracting the
intent of the isolation bearings. Additionally, the detail illustrates the need for a gap
between the superstructure and the substructure to allow for the designed relative
movement.
COMPRESSIBLE FILLER
CONCRETE DECK
STEEL GIRDER
APPROACH SLAB ISOLATION BEARING
_ABUTMENT
Figure 17: Slab-over Abutment Detail
Removable Bearings
Despite the longevity and design life of the isolation bearings there may be a need to
replace the bearings, either due to material deterioration or excessive plastic deformations
after a seismic event. For this reason, it is necessary to detail the connections of the
bearing to the structure in such a manner to ease the process of bearing replacement.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Conclusion
Seismic base isolation of bridges is an effective way to minimize structural damage and
failure. By allowing relative motion of the superstructure due to seismic ground
excitation, forces experienced by the structural supports can be greatly minimized. A
proper base isolation strategy requires:
* Completely determining the design earthquake's parameters: intensity and
frequency,
* Choosing an appropriate isolation strategy,
e Modeling the structure to determine the period of the structure in comparison
to the earthquake's dominant frequency,
* Applying the appropriate earthquake ground excitation to the model,
* Determining the response and reactions of the system, and
* Designing the actual base isolation devices or bearings.
The applicability of a base isolation system, different isolation bearing devices and the
sensitivity of the structure's fundamental period due to the bearings' stiffness were
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discussed. An example continuous-two-span bridge was modeled to determine the
sensitivity of the fundamental period. El Centro's ground acceleration was then applied
to the isolated and non-isolated model to determine the systems' response. Comparison
of the systems' response and reactions demonstrated the advantage of a base isolation
strategy. In conclusion, seismic base isolation is an appropriate strategy of increasing the
performance characteristics of seismic susceptible bridge structures.
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APPENDIX A
MA TLAB Routines
clear
echo
hold on
% This routine is used to determine the period sensitivity
% over ranging bearing stiffness' proportions alpha and beta
% VARIABLES
% Mass is in kg
% mass represents the mass of the top half of the pier
mass=95454
% Gamma is a multiplier of the deck mass
gamma=13.292
% Mass Matrix
x=[gamma 0; 0 1];
M=mass*x
% Column Stiffness is in N/m
% Column Stiffness is defined by 12EI/hA3
kc=1272374013.29200
% FACTORS
% Alpha is the factor of stiffness for pier bearing
% Beta is the factor of stiffness for the abut bearing
% This is total abut bearing stiffness
for alpha=0:0.01:0.1
step=alpha*100+1
beta=0
for i=1:11
beta(i)=i/100-0.01
% Stiffness Matrix
y=[alpha+beta(i) -alpha; -alpha alpha+1];
K=kc*y
% Eigenvalue Analysis
% This forms the displacement and frequncy eigenvalues
[phi, lambda] =eig (K, M)
% Frequencies
L1=lambda(1,1);
L2=lambda(2,2);
omega=[sqrt(Li);sqrt(L2)];
% Period
T(i)=2*pi/min(omega)
char(i,step)=T(i)
end
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plot (T,beta)
end
wklwrite('mass',char)
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echo
clear
% This routine determines the period based on single
% values of the variables alpha and beta
% VARIABLES
% Mass is in kg
% mass represents the mass of the top half of the pier
mass=95454
% Column Stiffness is in N/m
% Column Stiffness is defined by 12EI/h^3
kc=1272374000
% FACTORS
% Alpha is the factor of stiffness for pier bearing
alpha=0.01
% Beta is the factor of stiffness for the abut bearing
% This is total abut bearing stiffness
beta=0.02
% Gamma is the multiplier of the deck mass
gamma=13.292
% MATRICES
% Mass Matrix
x=[gamma 0; 0 1];
M=mass*x
% Stiffness Matrix
y=[alpha+beta -alpha; -alpha alpha+1];
K=kc*y
% Eigenvalue Analysis
% This forms the displacement and frequncy eigenvalues
[phi, lambda] =eig (K, M)
% Frequencies
Ll=lambda (1,1);
L2=lambda(2,2);
omega=[sqrt(L1); sqrt(L2)]
% Periods
T=[2*pi/min(omega); 2*pi/max(omega)]
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echo
clear
% This routine determines the isolated period based on single values
% for alpha and beta. It also determines the response of the
% due to the El Centro earthquake.
% VARIABLES
% Mass is in kg
% mass represents the mass of the top half of the pier
mass=95454
% Column Stiffness is in N/m
% Column Stiffness is defined by 12EI/h^3
kc=1272374000
% FACTORS
% Alpha is the factor of stiffness for pier bearing
alpha=0.1
% Beta is the factor of stiffness for the abut bearing
% This is total abut bearing stiffness
beta=0.02
% Zeta is the stiffness proportional damping factor
zeta=0.0548
% Gamma is the multiplier of the deck mass
gamma=13.292
% MATRICES
% Mass Matrix
x=[gamma 0; 0 1];
M=mass*x
% Stiffness Matrix
y=[alpha+beta -alpha; -alpha alpha+1];
K=kc*y
% Damping Matrix
C=zeta*K
ndof=2
null=zeros(ndof)
iden=eye (ndof)
for i=1:ndof
e(i)=1 % e is a row row vector
end
E=e'
% Initial conditions of displacement and velocity of the nodes
Uint=zeros (ndof, 1)
Vint=zeros (ndof, 1)
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% Coeff. matrices for standard state-space formulation - size is 2*ndof
Minv=inv(M)
A=[null,iden;-Minv*K ,-Minv*C] % A is 2*ndof by 2*ndof
Bg= [zeros(ndof,1); -E]
Xo=[Uint;Vint]
% Number of modes to be considered
nummode=2
% Determine Eigenvectors and Eigen values of A
[V,D]=eigs(A,2*nummode,0)
% Column j of V contains the j'th eigenvector
% D is the diagonal matrix containg the 2*nummode eigenvalues
% The entries in D are in order of increasing magnitude
% Loop over the number of desired modes, generate modal properties
% and coeff matrices for modal state-space formulation
dlamr=zeros(nummode) % diag matrix containing real part of eigenvalues
dlami=zeros(nummode) % diag matric containing the imaginary part of
eigenvalues
for i=1:nummode
modenum(i)=i % the mode number
n=2*(i-1)+1
vl=V(:,n) %vl is the i'th eigenvector considered
lambda=D(n,n) % Lambda is the corresponding i'th eigenvalue
lam(i) =lambda
lamr(i)=real(lambda)
lamim(i)=imag(lambda)
omega(i)=abs(lambda)
dratio(i)=-real(lambda)/omega(i)
period(i)=6.28/omega(i)
dlamr (i, i) =lamr (i)
dlami(i,i)=lamim(i)
% Extract upper half of eigenvector (displ. portion)
for j=l:ndof
vvl(j)=vl(j)
nodenum(j)=j % the node number
end
phi=vvl' % The complex displacement vector
phi=phi/phi(ndof) % Normalize displac. vector with ndof entry
rho=abs (phi)
rhomax=max(rho)
phi=phi/rhomax % Phi is now normalized so that 1= max complex
% mudulus
% Internode displacemen = element deformation, also for
% deformation rate
Diff=iden
for j=2:ndof
Diff(j,j-1)=-1
end
dphi=Diff*phi
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% Insert modal displacement and modal element deformation vectors
% in system matrices of size ndof by nummode; used for modal
% formulation
phib(:,i)=phi % places phi in column i
dphib(:,i)=dphi % place dphi in column i
% Parameters needed for the modal state-space equations
modmass(i)=phi'*M*phi % Modal mass for the i'th mode
moddamp(i)=phi'*C*phi
f(i)=-2*(lambdaA2)*modmass(i)-lambda*moddamp(i)
% f= (W^T)*V
fr(i)=real(f(i))
fimg (i) =imag (f (i))
% Modal load matrices for nummode modes
bl=-2*lambda*(l/f(i))*phi'
B2= (-1/lambda) *bl*K
B3=bl*M
bg(i,:)=-B3*E % coeff of ground acceleration, entry in row i
% Initial conditions on the modal coordinates
qinitial(i,:)=B2*Uint+B3*Vint % row i
% Matrices for modal state-space relations
Am=[dlamr,-dlami;dlami,dlamr]
Bmg=[real(bg); imag(bg)]
% Form into initial conditions on Xm, the modal state vector
Xmo= [real (qinitial) ; imag(qinitial)]
end
% plot(real(phib),nodenum)
% xlabel('amplitude')
% ylabel('node number')
% title('Modal Profile')
% Solution for discrete tiem state-space formulation
% application of the discrete algebraic Riccati equation
% establish the time increment. A fraction of the smallest modal
period,
% highest mode retained.
dtime=0.02 % El Centro file increment
C1=expm(A*dtime)
iden2=eye (2*ndof)
C2=inv(A)*(C1-iden2)
C4=C2*Bmg
% Solution for applied laoding using the discrete time formulation
% X(j+1)=C1*X(j)+C4*accel(j)
% Specify number of time steps
numsteps=1000
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% Load the ground acceleration
load eq.txt; % El Centro earthquake
scale=1.0 % Scale factor for the acceleration
gaccel=eq(:,2)*scale;
gvel(l)=O
% Loop over the time steps
% j=l corresponds to time=O
X(:,l)=Xo
time(l)=O
for j=l:numsteps
time(j+l)=(j)*dtime
timestep(j)=j
X(:, j+1)=C1*X (:, j) +C4*gaccel (j)
end
for j=l:ndof
U(j,:)=X(j,:) % the j'th row of X
Udot(j, :)=X(j+ndof,:)
end
node=l % 1=superstructure; 2=pier
displ=U(node,:)
t=displ'
wklwrite('isoresp',t)
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echo
clear
% This routine determines the non-isolated period based on
% single values for alpha and beta. It also determines
% the response of the due to the El Centro earthquake.
% VARIABLES
% Mass is in kg
% mass represents the mass of the top half of the pier
mass=95454
% Column Stiffness is in N/m
% Column Stiffness is defined by 12EI/h^3
kc=1272374000
% FACTORS
% Alpha is the factor of stiffness for pier bearing
alpha=1.0
% Beta is the factor of stiffness for the abut bearing
% This is total abut bearing stiffness
beta=0.02
% Zeta is the stiffness proportional damping factor
zeta=0.0183
% Gamma is the multiplier of the deck mass
gamma=13.292
% MATRICES
% Mass Matrix
x=[gamma 0; 0 1];
M=mass*x
% Stiffness Matrix
y=[alpha+beta -alpha; -alpha alpha+1];
K=kc*y
% Damping Matrix
c=[0 0; 0 1]
C=zeta*kc*c
ndof=2
null=zeros (ndof)
iden=eye(ndof)
for i=1:ndof
e(i)=1 % e is a row row vector
end
E=e'
% Initial conditions of displacement and velocity of the nodes
Uint=zeros(ndof,1)
Vint=zeros (ndof, 1)
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% Coeff. matrices for standard state-space formulation - size is 2*ndof
Minv=inv(M)
A=[null,iden;-Minv*K ,-Minv*C] % A is 2*ndof by 2*ndof
Bg=[zeros(ndof,1); -E]
Xo=[Uint;Vint]
% Number of modes to be considered
nummode=2
% Determine Eigenvectors and Eigen values of A
[V,D]=eigs(A,2*nummode,0)
% Column j of V contains the j'th eigenvector
% D is the diagonal matrix containg the 2*nummode eigenvalues
% The entries in D are in order of increasing magnitude
% Loop over the number of desired modes, generate modal properties
% and coeff matrices for modal state-space formulation
dlamr=zeros(nummode) % diag matrix containing real part of eigenvalues
dlami=zeros(nummode) % diag matric containing the imaginary part of
eigenvalues
for i=1:nummode
modenum(i)=i % the mode number
n=2*(i-1)+1
vl=V(:,n) %vl is the i'th eigenvector considered
lambda=D(n,n) % Lambda is the corresponding i'th eigenvalue
lam(i)=lambda
lamr(i)=real(lambda)
lamim(i)=imag(lambda)
omega(i)=abs(lambda)
dratio(i)=-real(lambda)/omega(i)
period(i)=6.28/omega(i)
dlamr (i, i) =lamr (i)
dlami (i,i)=lamim(i)
% Extract upper half of eigenvector (displ. portion)
for j=l:ndof
vvl(j)=vl(j)
nodenum(j)=j % the node number
end
phi=vvl' % The complex displacement vector
phi=phi/phi(ndof) % Normalize displac. vector with ndof entry
rho=abs(phi)
rhomax=max(rho)
phi=phi/rhomax % Phi is now normalized so that 1= max complex
mudulus
% Internode displacemen = element deformation, also for
deformation rate
Diff=iden
for j=2:ndof
Diff(j,j-1)=-1
end
dphi=Diff*phi
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% Insert modal displacement and modal element deformation vectors
% in system matrices of size ndof by nummode; used for modal
formulation
phib(:,i)=phi % places phi in column i
dphib(:,i)=dphi % place dphi in column i
% Parameters needed for the modal state-space equations
modmass(i)=phi'*M*phi % Modal mass for the i'th mode
moddamp(i)=phi'*C*phi
f(i)=-2*(lambda^2)*modmass(i)-lambda*moddamp(i)
% f= (W^ T)*V
fr(i)=real(f(i))
fimg (i) =imag (f (i))
% Modal load matrices for nummode modes
bl=-2*lambda*(1/f(i))*phi'
B2= (-1/lambda) *bl*K
B3=bl*M
bg(i,:)=-B3*E % coeff of ground acceleration, entry in row i
% Initial conditions on the modal coordinates
qinitial(i,:)=B2*Uint+B3*Vint % row i
% Matrices for modal state-space relations
Am=[dlamr,-dlami;dlami,dlamr]
Bmg=[real(bg); imag(bg)]
% Form into initial conditions on Xm, the modal state vector
Xmo=[real(qinitial) ; imag(qinitial)]
end
% plot(real(phib),nodenum)
% xlabel('amplitude')
% ylabel('node number')
% title('Modal Profile')
% Solution for discrete tiem state-space formulation
% application of the discrete algebraic Riccati equation
% establish the time increment. A fraction of the smallest modal
period,
% highest mode retained.
dtime=0.02 % El Centro file increment
C1=expm(A*dtime)
iden2=eye(2*ndof)
C2=inv(A)*(C1-iden2)
C4=C2*Bmg
% Solution for applied laoding using the discrete time formulation
% X(j+1)=C1*X(j)+C4*accel(j)
% Specify number of time steps
numsteps=1000
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% Load the ground acceleration
load eq.txt; % El Centro earthquake
scale=1.0 % Scale factor for the acceleration
gaccel=eq(:,2)*scale;
gvel(1)=O
% Loop over the time steps
% j=1 corresponds to time=O
X(:,1)=Xo
time(1)=O
for j=1:numsteps
time(j+1)=(j)*dtime
timestep(j)=j
X (:,j+1) =C1*X (:, j) +C4*gaccel (j)
end
for j=1:ndof
U(j,:)=X(j,:) % the j'th row of X
Udot(j, :)=X(j+ndof,:)
end
node=1 % 1=superstructre; 2=pier
displ=U(node,:)
t=displ'
wklwrite('nonresp',t)
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APPENDIX B
Period Sensitivity of y
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Figure 18: Period Sensitivity of y= 2 0
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